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【Shutter Island】
by DENNIS LEHANE

Chapter 1
smear
esophagus
slither
artillery
furrow
credence
bluff
fortify
flush
dehydrate
rattle

to spread a liquid or soft substance over a surface,
especially in a careless or untidy way
the tube which food passes down from your mouth to
your stomach
to slide somewhere over a surface, twisting or moving
from side to side
large guns, either on wheels or fixed in one place
to make the skin on your face form deep lines or folds,
especially because you are worried or thinking hard
the acceptance of something as true
1. to pretend something, especially in order to achieve
what you want in a difficult or dangerous situation 2.절벽
to make someone feel physically or mentally stronger
to become red in the face, for example when you are
=blush
angry or embarrassed
to lose too much water from your body, or to make this
happen
if you rattle something, or if it rattles, it shakes and
makes a quick series of short sounds

Chapter 2
lanky
mollusk
scavenger

someone who is lanky is tall and thin, and moves
awkwardly
a type of sea or land animal that has a soft body
covered by a hard shell(연체동물)
scavengers such as rats.(쓰레기더미를 뒤지는 사람, 동물)

haggard

someone who looks haggard has lines on their face and
dark marks around their eyes, especially because they
are ill, worried, or tired

maroon

a dark brownish red colour

mansard

a roof whose lower part slopes more steeply than its
upper part

steep
accent
stride
fumble
manacle
charcoal
scalp
root

a road, hill etc that is steep slopes at a high angle
to make something more noticeable so that people will
pay attention to it
to walk quickly with long steps
to try to hold, move, or find something with your hands
in an awkward way
an iron ring on a chain that is put around the wrist or
ankle of a prisoner
a black substance made of burned wood that can be
=grey
used as
to cut the hair and skin off the head of a dead enemy as
a sign of victory
to search for something by moving things around
=rummage

Chapter 3
emaciation
morph
proclivity

extremely thin from lack of food or illness
to develop a new appearance or change into something
=change
else, or to make something do this
a tendency to behave in a particular way, or to like a
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barefoot
sustain
embellish

obfuscate

particular thing - used especially about something bad
without shoes on your feet
continueto make something continue to exist or happen
=maintain
for a period of time
to make a story or statement more interesting by adding
details that are not true
to deliberately make something unclear or difficult to
understand

Chapter 4
congregate
clog
oblong
septic

chug

clench
hep
duration

sheepish

ashtray
upsurge
supposition
ascertain
amscray
protocol
grease

to come together in a group
to block something or become blocked
an oblong shape has four straight sides at 90 degrees to
=rectangular
each other, two of which are longer than the other two
a wound or part of your body that is septic is infected
with bacteria(폐혈증의, 폐혈성의)
1. if a car, train etc chugs somewhere, it moves there
slowly, with the engine making a repeated low sound 2.
to drink all of something in a glass or bottle without
stopping
to hold your hands, teeth etc together tightly, usually
↔unclench
because you feel angry or determined
(미·속어)최근의 사정에 밝은, 내막을 잘 아는, 잘 알고 있는
the length of time that something continues
slightly uncomfortable or embarrassed because you know
that you have done something silly or wrong
a small dish where you put used cigarettes
a sudden increase
something that you think is true, even though you are
not certain and cannot prove it
to find out something
to go away
a system of rules about the correct way to behave on an
official occasion
grease sombody'
to give someone money in a secret or dishonest way in
s palm(뇌물을 주
order to persuade them to do something
다)

Chapter 5
parquet
gargantuan
pamper
imbibe
boozer
edify

balm

small flat blocks of wood fitted together in a pattern that
cover the floor of a room
extremely large
=gigantic
to look after someone very kindly
to drink something, especially alcohol - sometimes used
humorously
someone who often drinks a lot of alcohol
to improve someone's mind or character by teaching
them something
an oily liquid with a strong pleasant smell that you rub
into your skin, often to reduce pain
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parlor

liaison

slanted
drench
dashboard
jovial
earlobe
guffaw
reinforcement

a shop or type of business that provides a particular
service
the regular exchange of information between groups of
people, especially at work, so that each group knows
what the other is doing
1. providing facts or information in a way that unfairly
supports only one side of an argument or one opinion used to show disapproval 2. sloping
to make something or someone extremely wet
the part in front of the driver in a car that has the
controls on it
friendly and happy
귓볼
to laugh loudly
more soldiers, police etc who are sent to a battle, fight
etc to make their group stronger

Chapter 6
croon
char
smolder

to sing or speak in a soft gentle voice, especially about
love
to burn something so that its outside becomes black
if something such as wood smoulders, it burns slowly
without a flame

gazebo

a small building with open sides in a garden, where you
can sit and look at the view

knead

to press a mixture of flour and water many times with
your hands

Chapter 7
enamor

사족을 못쓴다. 애호하다. 반했다.
psychopharmacology 정신 약리학
banister

howl
metaphor
crumb
permutation
decipher
awning
stubble

scab

a row of wooden posts with a bar along the top, that
stops you from falling over the edge of stairs
to make a long loud cry because you are unhappy,
angry, or in pain, or because you are amused or excited
a way of describing something by referring to it as
something different and suggesting that it has similar
qualities to that thing
a very small piece of dry food, especially bread or cake
one of the different ways in which a number of things
can be arranged(차례대로 늘어선 줄, 순열)
to find the meaning of something that is difficult to read
or understand
a sheet of material outside a shop, tent etc to keep off
the sun or the rain
short stiff hairs that grow on a man's face if he does
not shave
a hard layer of dried blood that forms over a cut or
wound while it is getting better
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a deep wide hole, usually filled with water, dug around a
castle as a defence
pudgy
fairly fat
naked
not wearing any clothes or not covered by clothes
a thick strong string-like part of your body that
tendon
connects a muscle to a bone
a way of thinking about something, especially one which
perspective
is influenced by the type of person you are or by your =viewpoint
experiences
to give something such as an area of land or a right to
cede
a country or person, especially when you are forced to
squishy-squishy 질척질척한
to draw shapes, lines, or patterns without really thinking
doodle
about what you are doing
if you mingle at a party, you move around the room and
mingle
talk to lots of different people
manic-depressive 조울병
feeling slightly sick and unable to balance, because
giddiness
=dizzy
everything seems to be moving
conversation which is fast and full of intelligent and
repartee
amusing remarks and replies
to behave towards someone in a way that shows that
flirt
you are sexually attracted to them, although you do not
really want a relationship with them
moat

stack

dispenser
knob
verge
impervious
impartial
firebug

a large amount of something
machine which provides a particular amount of a product
or substance when you press a button or put money into
it
1. round handle 2. a small piece of something
to be at the point where something is about to happen
not affected or influenced by something and seeming not
to notice it
not involved in a particular situation, and therefore able
=fair
to give a fair opinion or piece of advice
someone who deliberately starts fires to destroy
=arsonist
property

Chapter 8
douse
inexplicable
skittish
prone
peck
splatter
splurge
prop
proselytize

to stop a fire from burning by pouring water on it
too unusual or strange to be explained or understood
a person who is skittish is not very serious, and their
feelings, behaviour, and opinions keep changing
likely to do something or suffer from something,
especially something bad or harmful
a quick light kiss
if liquid splatters somewhere, or if someone splatters it,
it falls or is thrown onto a surface
to spend more money than you can usually afford
to support something by leaning it against something, or
by putting something else under, next to, or behind it
to try to persuade someone to join a religious group,
political party etc
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flirtation

behaviour that shows you are attracted to someone
sexually

foxtrot

a formal dance which combines short quick steps with
long slow steps, or a piece of music for this dance

Chapter 9
soggy
flail
grimace

equidistant
shroud
fuck up
battalion
knoll
trudge
sane
dosage
erudition
eugenics
pole-vault
transorbital
malady
medieval

unpleasantly wet and soft
to wave your arms or legs in an uncontrolled way
an expression you make by twisting your face because
you do not like something or because you are feeling
pain
at an equal distance from two places
to cover or hide something
1. fuck somebody ↔ up
to make someone very unhappy and confused so that
they cannot live normally or have normal relationships
2. fuck sth up-to make a mistake or do something badly
a large group of soldiers consisting of several companies
a small round hill
to walk with slow heavy steps, especially because you
are tired or it is difficult
able to think in a normal and reasonable way
↔insane
the amount of a medicine or drug that you should take
at one time, especially regularly
showing a lot of knowledge based on careful study
=learned
the study of methods to improve the mental and physical
abilities of the human race by choosing who should
become parents
장대높이뛰기를 하다
(의학 용어) 경안와(經眼窩)의
1. a serious problem in society 2. an illness
connected with the Middle Ages (=the period between
about AD 1100 and 1500)

Chapter 10
magnanimous
crisscross
preferably

kind and generous, especially to someone that you have
defeated
to make a pattern of straight lines that cross each other
used in order to show which person, thing, place, or
idea you think would be the best choice

Chapter 11
fluorescent
blemish
gracious
languid
uncoil
comb
rapist

fluorescent colours are very bright and easy to see,
even in the dark
to spoil the beauty or appearance of something, so that
it is not perfect
behaving in a polite, kind, and generous way, especially
to people of a lower rank
slow or lazy and involving very little energy or activity
if you uncoil something, or if it uncoils, it stretches out
straight after being wound around in a circle
1. to make hair look tidy using a comb 2. to search a
place thoroughly
a person who has raped someone
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surge
gurney

bulge
lobe
infinitesimal
thumbtack

grit your teeth
fiddle

to suddenly move very quickly in a particular direction
a long narrow table with wheels used for moving sick
people in a hospital
to stick out in a rounded shape, especially because
something is very full or too tight
the soft piece of flesh at the bottom of your ear
=earlobe
extremely small
a short pin with a flat top that is used for fixing notices
on walls
1. to use all your determination to continue in spite of
difficulties 2. to bite your teeth together, especially when
you are in pain, angry, or under pressure
a dishonest way of getting money

Chapter 12
gnarled

gnarled hands or fingers are twisted, rough, and difficult
to move, usually because they are old

mausoleum

a large stone building made specially to contain the body
of a dead person, or the dead bodies of an important
family

queasy
stub out
delude

feeling that you are going to vomit
to stop a cigarette from burning by pressing the end of
it against something
to make someone believe something that is not true

Chapter 13
huff
hymn
cowardice
stray

fedora

fidget
outrageous
highfalutin
indulge

to breathe out in a noisy way, especially when you do
something that involves a lot of physical effort
찬송가
lack of courage
↔brave
adj)a stray animal, such as a dog or cat, is lost or has
no home

soft hat with abrimthat curls upwards slightly
to keep moving your hands or feet, especially because
you are bored or nervous
1very shocking and extremely unfair or offensive
highfalutin language or behaviour seems silly although it
is intended to be impressive - used to show disapproval
to let yourself do or have something that you enjoy,
especially something that is considered bad for you

Chapter 14
strew
ignition
tug
ballbuster

to scatter things around a large area
the electrical part of a vehicle's engine that makes it
start working
to pull with one or more short, quick pulls
비어) 위협적인 여자
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salute

an act of raising your right hand to your head as a sign
of respect, usually done by a soldier to an officer

infiltrate

to secretly join an organization or enter a place in order
to find out information about it or harm it

moat

a deep wide hole, usually filled with water, dug around a
castle as a defence

come up with
outcrop
billow
subdue
asylum
mayhem

to think, to find
a rock or group of rocks above the surface of the
ground
if something made of cloth billows, it moves in the wind
to defeat or control a person or group, especially using
force
protection given to someone by a government because
they have escaped from fighting or political trouble in
their own country
an extremely confused situation in which people are very
=choas
frightened or excited

Chapter 15
granite
tandem
cramped-up
well up

flint
swath
pulverize
mockery
vendetta

a very hard grey rock, often used in building
bicycle built for two riders sitting one behind the other
to get or cause cramp in a muscle
1. if a liquid wells or wells up, it comes to the surface
of something and starts to flow out 2. if a feeling wells
or wells up in you, you start to feel it strongly
a type of smooth hard stone that makes a small flame
when you hit it with steel
a long thin area of something, especially land
1. to crush something into a powder 2. to completely
defeat someone
when someone laughs at someone or something or shows
that they think they are stupid
a situation in which one person or group tries for a long
time to harm another person

Chapter 16
jibe
vindicate
hum
boredom
whiff
bum
animosity

if two statements, reports etc jibe with each other, the
information in them matches
to prove that someone who was blamed for something is
in fact not guilty
to sing a tune by making a continuous sound with your
lips closed
the feeling you have when you are bored, or the quality
of being boring
a very slight smell of something
to ask someone for something such as money, food, or
cigarettes
strong dislike or hatred
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bayou

meander

swipe
irreparable

promontory

yowl

erosion

debilitate

a large area of water in the southeast US that moves
very slowly and has many water plants
1. if a river, stream, road etc meanders, it has a lot of
bends rather than going in a straight line 2. to walk
somewhere in a slow relaxed way rather than take the
most direct way possible
to hit or to try to hit someone or something by swinging
your arm or an object very quickly
irreparable damage, harm etc is so bad that it can never
be repaired or made better
a long narrow piece of land which sticks out into the
sea
if an animal or a person yowls, they make a long loud
=howl
cry, especially because they are unhappy or in pain
the process by which rock or soil is gradually destroyed
by wind, rain, or the sea
to make someone ill and weak

Chapter 17

cranial

kelp

crevice
bleach
slimy
plop
tenuous
boulder
subside
whack
craggy
scalpel
syllogism

the part of your head that is made of bone and covers
your brain

a type of flat brown

a narrow crack in the surface of something, especially in
rock
to make something pale or white, especially by using
chemicals or the sun
covered with slime, or wet and slippery like slime
a slimy liquid
to fall somewhere, making a sound like something
dropping into water
situation or relationship that is tenuous is uncertain,
weak, or likely to change
a large round piece of rock
if a feeling, pain, sound, etc subsides, it gradually
becomes less and then stops
to hit someone or something hard
a mountain that is craggy is very steep and covered in
rough rocks
a small, very sharp knife that is used by doctors in
operations
a statement with three parts, the first two of which
prove that the third part is true, for example 'all men 삼단논법
will die, Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates will die'
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neural

deprivation

elicit
neuroleptic
sluggish

relating to a nerve or the nervous system

the lack of something that you need in order to be
healthy, comfortable, or happy
to succeed in getting information or a reaction from
=bring out
someone, especially when this is difficult
약학) 신경 이완제
moving or reacting more slowly than normal

Chapter 18
quadruple
vaguely
meticulously
pillage
lust
fornicate
feminine
frosty
exasperation

to increase and become four times as big or as high, or
to make something increase in this way
not clearly or exactly
very careful about small details, and always making sure
that everything is done correctly
if soldiers pillage a place in a war, they steal a lot of
=plunder
things and do a lot of damage
very strong sexual desire, especially when it does not
include love
a word meaning to have sex with someone who you are
not married to - used to show strong disapproval
having qualities that are considered to be typical of
=womanly
women, especially by being gentle, delicate, and pretty
1. extremely cold 2. unfriendly
when you feel annoyed because someone continues to do
something that is upsetting you

Chapter 19
vaudeville

forbearance
casualty
tuck

intake

subpoena

indulgence
pass out
twitch

a type of theatre entertainment, popular from the 1880s
to the 1950s, in which there were many short
performances of different kinds, including singing
the quality of being patient, able to control your
emotions, and willing to forgive someone who has upset
you
someone who is hurt or killed in an accident or war
to push something, especially the edge of a piece of
cloth or paper, into or behind something so that it looks
tidier or stays in place
1. amount of food, drink etc that you take into your
body 2. the number of people who join a school,
profession etc at a particular time
a written order to come to a court of law and be a
witness
the habit of allowing yourself to do or have whatever
you want, or allowing someone else to do or have
whatever they want
to become unconscious
if a part of someone's body twitches, or if they twitch it,
it makes a small sudden movement
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Chapter 20
fondle

to gently touch and move your fingers over part of
someone's body in a way that shows love or sexual
desire

symmetry

the quality that a situation has when two events or
actions seem to be balanced or equal in some way

defecate

validate
plank
barracuda
flop

to get rid of waste matter from your bowels
to prove that something is true or correct, or to make a
document or agreement officially and legally acceptable
a long narrow piece of wooden board, used especially
for making structures to walk on
a large tropical fish that eats flesh
to sit or lie down in a relaxed way, by letting all your
weight fall heavily onto a chair etc

Chapter 21
breech

the part of a gun into which you put the bullets

load off

I need to get a load off my feet, i'm really tired.

throb
chlorpromazine
imipramine
clasp
hectic
anagram

frown

a low strong regular beat or sensation
(약학) 정신분열증의 진정제
(약학) 항울제
to hold someone or something tightly, closing your
=grip
fingers or arms around them
very busy or full of activity
a word or phrase that is made by changing the order of
the letters in another word or phrase(철자순서를 바꾸는
말)
to make an angry, unhappy, or confused expression,
moving your eyebrows together

Chapter 22
plead

to ask for something that you want very much, in a
sincere and emotional way

grimace

to twist your face in an ugly way because you do not
like something, because you are feeling pain, or because
you are trying to be funny

ricochet

something such
ricocheted

as

a

bullet
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or

a

stone

that

has

steady

to hold someone or something so they become more
balanced or controlled, or to become more balanced or
controlled

Chapter 23
stutter
warehouse
humiliation
palatable
veneer
incidental
outgrown
incapacitate

to speak with difficulty because you cannot stop yourself
from repeating the first consonant of some words
large building for storing large quantities of goods
a feeling of shame and great embarrassment, because
you have been made to look stupid or weak
palatable food or drink has a pleasant or acceptable
taste
behaviour that hides someone's real character or feelings
happening or existing in connection with something else
that is more important
to no longer do or enjoy something that you used to do,
because you have grown older and change
to make you too ill or weak to live and work normally

Chapter 24
truss

desperation
laudanum
caress
fortitude

to tie someone's arms, legs etc very firmly with rope so
that they cannot move
the state of being desperate
아편으로 만든 약물
to touch someone gently in a way that shows you love
=stroke
them
courage shown when you are in great pain or
=strength
experiencing a lot of trouble
-조용한 바다-
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정식 출간된 영어 원서별 단어장, 「원서 읽는 단어장 시리즈」를 만나보세요!

▶ 책 보러 가기 (클릭) ◀
「원서 읽는 단어장」 시리즈는...

영어원서 독자들이 보다 쉽고 재미있게 원서를 읽을 수 있도록 도와주는, 원서 읽기의 최고의 친구입니다!
▶ 원서에 나온 어휘들 완벽 정리!

▶ Comprehension Quiz와 다양한 Activity!

원서 읽는 단어장 수익금의 일부는 불우한 환경의 어린이들에게 영어 도서를 지원하는데 사용되고 있습니다.
(월드비전 가정 개발 사업에 기부)

